
 

 

 
EDUCATION, RESEARCH & INNOVATION WORKING GROUP 

2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 

July 28, 2020 MEETING 

 
PARTICIPANTS: 

● Working Group Co-Chair- David 
Woolstenhulm, Utah Commissioner of 
Higher Education 

● Working Group Co-Chair-Stephen 
Handy, Utah State Representative 

● Diogo Myrrha, Partner Album  
● Kelvyn Cullimore, President & CEO 

BioUtah 
● Donna Milakovic, Senior Director of 

Community Outreach, Utah Valley 
University 

● Erin Talkington, Project Manager, 
RCLCO 

● Jeffery Nelson, President, Nelson 
Laboratories 

● Muriel Xochimitl, President, X-Factor 
Strategic Communications 

● Keith Marmer, Associate VP for 
Technology and Venture 
Commercialization, U of U 

● Lisa Berreau, VP for Research, Utah 
State University 

● Nathan Lee, Technology & Innovation 
Director, UDOT 

● Randy Rassmussem, CEO, BioFire 
Diagnostics  

● Will Dere, ASsociate VP for Research, 
Health Science Center, University of 
Utah 

● Alan Matheson, Executive Director, The 
Point 

● Chris Klomp, Collective Medical Tech 

 
MEETING NOTES: 

● Co-Chairs Representative Stephen Handy and Commissioner Dave Woolstenhulm started the 
meeting 

○ Welcomed & introduced participants 
 

● Director Matheson gave an overview of The Point of the Mountain State Land Authority 
○ Opportunities on the state-owned property  
○ Outlined objectives based on State law 
○ Board members background  
○ Board guiding principles 
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● Director Matheson gave a recap of The Point of the Mountain Development Commission work 
○ Visioning process included visioning scenarios 
○ Thousands of Utahns participated 
○ Working groups assembled  
○ Visioning Principles  

■ Highly trained workforce and jobs 
■ Connecting parks and open space 
■ Community design with vibrant urban centers 
■ Variety of housing and community options 
■ Transportation  

● Connecting street networks 
● New north-south and east-west facilities 

■ Catalytic center with a research and university presence  

● Director Matheson provided an overview of The Point Working Group composition, meeting 
schedule and objectives: 

○ Stakeholder 
○ Economic Development, Recruitment and Investment 
○ Education, Research and Innovation 
○ Environment and Air Quality 
○ Infrastructure and Land Use 

 
● Director Matheson provided an overview of The Point timeline for master planning development 

and anticipated future implementation. 
 

OPEN DISCUSSION 
 

● Question #1- PARTICIPATION- What questions do you have about your role or the process? 
How can we make your participation most meaningful? 

○ Follow-up questions from working group participants: 
■ How will we minimize duplicating efforts with other working groups? 
■ Will there be a university presence?  
■ What is being contemplated for the future of this site? 
■ Will there be smaller working groups to get things done in more detail? 

○ Director Matheson said that stating we want to be an innovation district is likely not 
sufficient. We need more details regarding what that would be and that the working 
group members will help to shape that.  
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○ Representative Handy explained that there are some legislators who think that we 

should sell the site to the highest bidder. Rep. Handy said that this is extremely valuable 
property and that the Board wants to be judicious in how taxpayer dollars are spent in a 
way that maximizes the taxpayer investment. He said that the Board wants to be 
deliberative in how the site develops.  

○ Commissioner Woolstenhulm explained that when educational opportunities arise, they 
should be tied directly to industry to drive the economy and innovations.  

○ Director Matheson explained that the Board wants to maximize the taxpayer 
investment. 

○ What is the best governing approach to development at the site? Erin Talkington with 
RCLCO explained that the Board is considering a development partnership that creates 
the necessary conditions where industry and research partners see value in the site. She 
said that the “highest and best use” considerations are different for public than for 
private interests.  

○ Kelvyn Cullimore explained that the State has the ability to be patient; i.e.- develop a 
long-term plan and stick to it because the State does not have carrying costs on the 
land. There should be a process established for amending the site’s master plan, when 
needed.  

 
● Question #2- VISION- what is your initial vision for the site? What elements would make this 

site most attractive to the research and innovation community? 
○ trail connectivity important;  
○ something that differentiates the site, makes it appealing 

■ gathering place 
○ Research anchor 

■ company, university, etc.  
■ something that drives having talent centralized in the area 

○ Implement cutting-edge research at this site 
■ solar technologies 
■ autonomous vehicle technologies 
■ smart cities 
■ Internet of Things 
■ visit this site in ten years and STILL feel that its futuristic 

○ Can this be an area where “rules don’t apply?” 
■ e.g., Tesla test driving area 
■ Create an innovation sandbox where certain regulations are suspended, where 

we can get to test bed earlier. 
■ let’s do a “step closer to crazy” 
■ can we break down barriers at scale to accelerate innovation?  
■ what if public transportation eliminated the need for driving?  
■ must seriously consider disruptive innovations that aren’t even invented yet 
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○ Create interdisciplinary opportunities to come up with something that has never been 

done before 
■ create opportunity for robust R&D 
■ Healthcare should be a primary focus 

● healthcare 17-18 percent of US GDP 
● specifically, digital health, the intersection of big data and health 

outcomes (i.e.- environmental sensors, healthier buildings, electronic 
health records) 

○ leverage existing university expertise in computer science, big 
data,  

○ How do we foster innovation in heavily-regulated environments?  
■ Creating an environment to do test-bedding at speed will be incredibly powerful 

○ Consider co-locations within Silicon Slopes environment 
○ Utah is an inviting place. We should leverage that.  
○ Still need to consider manufacturing 

■ smaller, innovative units that enhance the quality and speed of manufacturing 
processes 
 

● Question #3- ROLES- What is the role of higher education at this site? What other partners 
should we recruit?  

○ More robust presence of higher ed 
■ biomed, health medicine, cyber security, aeronautics & space dynamics 

○ orient as a public/private partnership 
○ create hub in Utah that excites students about technology and advancing in the industry 

■ use this as an opportunity to further integrate technology through a technology 
hub approach 

■ creates pipeline by engaging younger students 
■ STEM-learning focus 

 
● Question #4- COMPLEMENTARY EFFORTS- How can our efforts complement, not compete with 

other innovation initiatives, including Silicon Slopes, SLC's biotech initiative, the U of U 
Research Park, etc.? 

○ “We should use caution not to King/Queen-make” 
■ shouldn’t allow a single school to become dominant 
■ Swiss ground/neutral ground should be a guiding principle 
■ academic-bureaucracy-free zone 
■ Institutions should lead particular efforts based on their expertise 

○ opportunity for life-long learning, training existing workforce 
■ be ahead of the curve for understanding needs 
■ develop programs rapidly to be agile and adaptive  
■ life-long cycle of education 
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○ need mechanism for collaboration with all interested universities 
○ Is there a scenario in which the State retains ownership of the land and enters into a 

long-term lease?  
■ What’s the perpetuation of the long-term use of the site?  
■ Does it become a political fight if stays in State ownership?  
■ Can land be put into a Trust so that it’s a public good in perpetuity? See the 

Stanford University model. 
○ Can we have a follow-up meeting to discuss various governance models for the site?  

■ design-thinking to allow the group to map framework 
■ include public during process 
■ need structure 
■ Need design-thinking facilitator 

○ Are we limited to in-country examples or can we look at international models as well?  
■ willing to consider international work; we do not want to unduly constrain our 

creativity 
 

● Question #5- NEXT STEPS- What are our next steps with this working group? What additional 
information do you need? How would you like us to communicate with you? 

○ We will set up a facilitating, design-thinking meeting with interested group members. 
○ Future working group meetings are scheduled.  
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